
Alcester Academy Curriculum Planning: Geography Key Stage 3 (Year 8)

Departme
nt:

Year Group:

Term Topic/ subject Assessment
Objectives

Knowledge
acquisition

Skill building
Intent

Wider reading
opportunities to
include numeracy and
SMSC

Final assessment task
and title

SEND & PP
Identify where
access and
learning is
supported

Autu
mn 1

Deadly
geography!

01/ A02- To be able to
explain how a named
urban environment is
affected by a variety of
hazards, and what has
been done to make it
safer.

To be able to
differentiate between
human and natural
hazards, to understand
how earthquakes
happen, and why
volcanoes and
hurricanes form, and
what people can do to
reduce their impact.

Unit One- The
Challenge of Natural
Hazards
Unit One- The Physical
Landscape of the U.K.

A unit which
introduces
tectonic and
weather hazards
and allows
students to
explore the
causes, impacts
and a
management of
these hazards in
countries at
varying levels of
development.

Students will
learn to use and
apply:
-Map skills
-GIS skills
-Locating places
accurately on
maps/ using
photographs.
-Comparing and
contrasting.
-Annotated
sketching
-Evaluating 
-Use of simple
and more
complex GIS and
information
gathering
techniques.

Numeracy:
Map/ graph/ sketch
production.
Use of GIS data.

Literacy:
Descriptive writing and
reading.
Writing for a specific
audience (a news report)
Presentation.

SMSC:
Responsibility.
Applying knowledge to an
unfamiliar context.
Understanding of different
viewpoints towards
management of hazards
and how these issues
might be interpreted by
different interest groups.

What Hazards do the
People of Los Angeles Face?
Students will act out a role
play news report to explain
how Los Angeles faces
many natural and human
hazards, and how they try
to plan for these. Students
will need to individually
answer an extended
question about planning
and preparing for hazards in
L.A.

Formal GCSE-style
assessment.

SEND:
Support in terms of
literacy mats and
presentation exemplars.
Card sorts and writing
frames.

Identification of
subject specific
vocabulary:
Hazard, tectonic,
weather, hurricane,
volcanic eruption,
pyroclastic flow,
destruction, lava,
magma, earthquake,
richter scale,
management, building
development, extreme

Differentiation of
reading:
Work books for
students provide
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differentiation of work
with:
- Vocabulary tables for
learners for spelling and
developing literacy skills
- Cross words, word
searches and literacy
games built in to the
work books
- Extended reading tasks
for more able students
to extend literacy
challenge

For specific low level
readers:
- Bookmarks made for
low reading age with
basic subject specific
vocabulary

Reading age assessment

Instructions and specific
project work
instructions read by
teacher.

Autu
mn 2

Geography
rocks

A01- To examine the
formation of different
rock types and the
processes which shape
and alter them
(weathering etc)

A unit which
introduces
students to the
creation,
shaping and
continued use

Students will
learn through:
-Locating
continents,
countries, and
oceans on  a

Numeracy:
-Locating continents,
countries, and oceans on 
a variety of different maps
-Using basic GIS/ satellite
data

Project investigating a
landscape in the UK-
Upland limestone (karst)
River landscape
Coastal landscape
Granite landscape

SEND:
Students will be
encouraged to complete
tasks at different
challenge levels. Model
answers and guides will
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A01/Ao2/Ao3-
investigate a glacial
landscape and how key
glacial features have
been formed over time
e.g. pyramidal peak,
corries, etc

A01/ A02/ A03- To
understand how
physical processes and
human actions shape
the coastal
environment of the UK.

To understand how
rivers shape the
physical environment
of the U.K.

In this unit, students
will investigate how the
sea erodes and creates
new land, how coasts
are used by people,
and what can be done
to protect people living
in these environments.

and challenges
posed to
different
landscapes.

variety of
different maps
-Using basic GIS/
satellite data
-Map- reading
-Decision- making
-Sketching
Modelling

… to understand
the rock cycle,
how rocks
influence
landscapes and
the range of
landscapes that
can be created.

Literacy:
Describing how landforms
form.
Exam- style question
interpretation and being
able to use evidence to
support ideas.

SMSC:
Consideration of different
viewpoints to use of
landscapes and how they
may be used by different
interest groups.
Decision- making and
empathy especially
concerning the impact of
coastal management on
local people.
Observation.
Team work when creating
landform models.

Glacial landscape

Create a tourist resource for
the area.

be used to support all
students. Numeracy
needs will be
differentiated according
to ability/ challenge.

Identification of
subject specific
vocabulary:
Geology, weathering,
erosion, transportation,
deposition, rock types,
metamorphic, igneous,
sedimentary, magma,
lava, compression,
compaction,

Differentiation of
reading:
Work books for
students provide
differentiation of work
with:
- Vocabulary tables for
learners for spelling and
developing literacy skills
- Cross words, word
searches and literacy
games built in to the
work books
- Extended reading tasks
for more able students
to extend literacy
challenge
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For specific low level
readers:
- Bookmarks made for
low reading age with
basic subject specific
vocabulary

Reading age assessment

Instructions and specific
project work
instructions read by
teacher.

Spring
1

The geography
of stuff

A01- To investigate
how people and places
are connected through
what we buy, make,
and consume.

AO2-To be able to
define what
manufacturing and
consumerism are, to
understand why some
countries make and
export a lot of goods,
whilst others buy and
import their goods, to
investigate whether
global trade is fair.

A unit which
introduces the
geography of
shopping, retail
and
globalisation

Students will
learn:
How and why
we rely on
‘stuff’
How industry
has become
more
commercialised
and we are
product-centric
How this
impacts on
people and the
environment
Where we get
stuff from

Numeracy:
Different numeracy skills
will be required to allow
students to work out
budgets and to produce
spread sheets. Students
may have simplified data/
decision- making options
in order to help them
come to a decision. 
Using evidence to support
choices and opinions.
Ability to keep to a budget
and to plan for short and
long- term changes
(impact of these changes).
Ability to cost a project.
Graph skills.

Sweatshop Improvement
Enquiry. Students will be
asked to write a report for
Primark to recommend
changes to improve their
working practices in their
Asian factories. Students
will have a three- year plan
to complete and will have a
budget and a list of
improvements to choose
from.

Multiple- choice and
completion activities for
LA’s. Challenge
worksheets and
evaluation sheets.

Identification of
subject specific
vocabulary:
Environment,
commerce, industry,
primary, secondary,
tertiary, quaternary,
hi-tech, low-tech,
appropriate,
sweatshops, LIC, HIC
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Unit Two- The
Changing Economic
World
Unit Two- The
Challenge of Resource
Management

How and where
products are
made in LICs
and how this
impacts on
these people

Literacy:
Sweatshop Improvement
Enquiry. Students will be
asked to write a report for
Primark to recommend
changes to improve their
working practices in their
Asian factories.
Writing to persuade.
Writing for an audience.

SMSC:
Development of
understanding about basic
human needs and rights.
Empathy/ moral
responsibility.

Sustainability and
globalisation.

Differentiation of
reading:
Work books for
students provide
differentiation of work
with:
- Vocabulary tables for
learners for spelling and
developing literacy skills
- Cross words, word
searches and literacy
games built in to the
work books
- Extended reading tasks
for more able students
to extend literacy
challenge

For specific low level
readers:
- Bookmarks made for
low reading age with
basic subject specific
vocabulary

Reading age assessment

Instructions and specific
project work
instructions read by
teacher.

Spring
2

Development-
focus on Brazil

01/ A02/ A03- To find
out why there are
economic differences

A unit which
introduces
Brazil and

Learn:
Investigating
wealth

Numeracy:
-Graph skills e.g. climate
graphs.

GCSE- style exam questions
(multiple choice, source-

SEND:
Use of mini-
whiteboards for some
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between countries. To
know how countries
can be classified.

This unit will teach
students the
differences between
LICs and HICs, how
development indicators
can be interpreted,
why countries have
different levels of
development, and will
compare a country of
choice to the UK.

AO1/ AO2- To
investigate Brazil’s
economic, social, and
environmental
geography.

To understand the
challenges and
opportunities faced by
people living in Brazil
such as wealth
inequality and
deforestation.

development.
Allows
students to
look at
differences
around Brazil
and compare to
their own lives.
Introduction to
GCSE
development
issues.

inequalities and
their causes.
Climate, weather
and landscape
differences
around Brazil.
The rainforest as
a global common.
Investigate
different quality
of life around the
world comparison
of Brazil to other
countries.
Look at regional
differences within
Brazil.

-Data interpretation.

SMSC:
Governance and
responsibility.

Sustainability of resources/
people’s lifestyles.

Morality and having to
make difficult decisions.

Global responsibility for
our commons.

Literacy:
Persuasive writing
Team work.
Speaking and asking
questions to other adults.

based questions, evaluative
questions).

students. Vocabulary
mats. Challenge
activities for the most
able. TA support where
appropriate.

Identification of
subject specific
vocabulary:
Environment, society,
culture, South America,
NEE, LIC, HIC,
development, industrial
development, growth,
resources, rainforest,
stewardship,
conservation.

Differentiation of
reading:
Work books for
students provide
differentiation of work
with:
- Vocabulary tables for
learners for spelling and
developing literacy skills
- Cross words, word
searches and literacy
games built in to the
work books
- Extended reading tasks
for more able students
to extend literacy
challenge
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For specific low level
readers:
- Bookmarks made for
low reading age with
basic subject specific
vocabulary

Reading age assessment

Instructions and specific
project work
instructions read by
teacher.

Summ
er 1

Going for
Gold-
The geography
of sport

A01- To explain the
differences in sporting
successes and link
these to development
of different countries.

To apply understanding
of sustainability to the
development of sports
venues and assess
them.

A02- Demonstrate
knowledge and
understanding of
concepts such as
sustainability, diversity.
Explain why some
countries may be more
successful than others.

A unit which
introduces and
brings a wide
range of topics
in to learning
practice e.g.
GIS, space and
place,
development,
sustainability.

Through sport,
we look at the
issues LICs and
HICs have with
investment, the
impacts of
sports events
using London
as a focus, and

Learn:
How sporting
success varies
between countries
and explain why
these differences
may exist.
Identify countries
which may be
more successful at
a variety of sports.
Look at the
different ways
countries bid for
sports events.
Explain the
impacts sports
events have.
Identify how
sports events are
planned and how
sustainability is
considered and put
in to practice.

Numeracy:
Use of statistics and graph
evidence.
Evidence of sports success
in different countries at
different levels of
development.
Interpretation of data.

Literacy:
Perusuasive writing
(writing a bid for
Olympics)
Explain and evaluative
sustainability

SMSC:
Consider different
viewpoints to
sustainability and the
morality of big sports
events in LICs.

Students create a
sustainable sports
venue, and evaluate
their own sustainability
of the projects. This
includes decision
making on:

- Where it should
be

- Why
- How it will be

developed
- The issues and

impacts created
and how they

Identification of
subject specific
vocabulary:
Olympics, stewardship,
sustainability,
environment, pollution,
development, venue,
sporting success,
hypothesis.

Differentiation of
reading:
Work books for
students provide
differentiation of work
with:
- Vocabulary tables for
learners for spelling and
developing literacy skills
- Cross words, word
searches and literacy
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Case study: London
Olympics.

explore how a
sustainable
venue can be
developed.

can be
overcome

games built in to the
work books
- Extended reading tasks
for more able students
to extend literacy
challenge

Sum
mer 2

Independent
project

A01- knowledge of a
location, place or
process through asking
a ‘big question’.
A02- demonstrate
understanding of key
concepts related to
topic, and
interrelationships with
other areas.
Ao3- Research
independently and
produce specific
geographical
information. Make
judgements and give
opinion.
Ao4- select, adapt and
use a variety of skills
and techniques to
communicate own
findings.

Independent
planning and
research-
preliminary
investigation.
Agree topic title
or big question
with the teacher
and look at
availability of
resources
needed.
Planning and
reflection on
planning and
implementation
every lesson.
Teacher scaffolds
and supports
students.

Promoting
independence
and areas of
specific
geographical
interest.

Criteria set out
during planning
phase and

Learning:
How to be more
resilient and
independent
learners
How to reflect on
learning and
plan forward
Develop
awareness of a
topic of
geographical
interest.

SMSC:
Independence and
independent research
skills
Resilience and
problem-solving (don’t ask
the teacher first)
Confidence
Personal well-being and
interest
Cross-curricular links and
understanding

Literacy:
Research and report
writing.

Scaffolded research for
less able.

Use of google classroom.

Key concepts book.

Numeracy:
Interpretation of data
and facts/figures for use
in projects

Self and peer assessment of
‘final product’. What has
been achieved? 

Best ones to be delivered or
shown in assembly as
celebration of achievement.

Differentiation in terms
of writing and reading
age of source material/
internet information.

Literacy
differentiation:
Work books for
students provide
differentiation of work
with:
- Vocabulary tables for
learners for spelling and
developing literacy skills
- Cross words, word
searches and literacy
games built in to the
work books
- Extended reading tasks
for more able students
to extend literacy
challenge

For specific low level
readers:
- Bookmarks made for
low reading age with
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resource
immersion.

basic subject specific
vocabulary

Reading age assessment

Instructions and specific
project work
instructions read by
teacher.

Key words highlighted
on the powerpoint
instructions


